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Adobe Announces Plan To Essentially Steal Money From Venezuelans Because It 'Has To' Due To US Sanctions [2]

Adobe has long had a history of questionable behavior, when it comes to the rights of its
customers, and how the public is informed on all things Adobe. With the constant hammering
on the concept that software it sells is licensed rather than purchased, not to mention with the
move to more SaaS and cloud-based software, the company is, frankly, one of the pack leaders
in consumers not actually owning what they bought.

Fantasy tactical RPG Wildermyth blends a mix of hand-painted 2D and 3D art & arrives on Steam soon[3]

With character art during the turn-based battles that look like paper cutouts in a 3D
environment, Wildermyth certainly has a strange and lovely charm to it.
Currently available on itch.io where users have been testing it for some time, Worldwalker
Games have now announced that their character-driven tactical RPG will enter Early Access
on Steam on November 13. In Wildermyth, your party will be tasked with defending the lands
from various threats, switching between the turn-based combat and making decisions on the
over-world map. It has choice-based comic-styled events, which can end up changing your
heroes' appearance, personalities, relationships, and abilities.

Paragon Looks To Upstream Their Microsoft exFAT Driver For The Linux Kernel [4]

With the upcoming Linux 5.4 kernel release there is now an exFAT file-system driver based
on an old Samsung code drop of their exFAT driver support for mobile devices. This comes
after Microsoft made the exFAT specification public recently and gave their blessing for a
native Linux driver for the file-system. The Linux developers acknowledge though the current
exFAT code is "horrible" and a "pile of crap" but is within the staging area.
So in Linux 5.4's staging is this preliminary read-write driver for exFAT that continues to be
cleaned up and further improved upon. Meanwhile there is also another out-of-tree exFAT
Linux driver based on Samsung's sdFAT code that is said to be in better shape than the
mainline code. But now there's another option with Paragon Software wanting to upstream
their own exFAT driver into the Linux kernel.

VMware?s Joe Beda: Enterprise Open Source Is Growing [5] [Ed: ?Enterprise Open Source? means proprietary software and
openwashing for marketing purposes [6]]

One of the fathers of Kubernetes says enterprise customers see the most benefit from the
community-driven approach because their users get the opportunity to influence the direction
development takes.
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